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• Welcome and Introductions

• Vermont Fuel and Fleet Updates – Annual Report from 2018

• Brief overview of regional, state, and local transportation energy plans

• Expanding Biofuels in Vermont’s Transportation Sector – Matt Cota

• VT Clean Cities Projects Update

• Local Sustainable Transportation Options from GreenCab – Charlie Herrick

• Updates from Stakeholders

• Closing Remarks

Agenda
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Annual Report 2018 by the numbers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We start reaching out to fleets by end of Dec/early January to capture date on VMT, Alt Fuel, Telematics, Idle Reduction, etc. for the CC Annual Report. On the fleet level, we have had the most impact on reducing gallons of gasoline through fuel economy improvements (46%) & using alt fuel vehicles (31) (other than electric vehicles).As for GHG emission reductions; most gains in fuel economy improvements (65%) and hybrid vehicles (13%).
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Annual Report 2018 by the numbers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VT fleets have continued to improve on reducing petroleum consumption and GHG emissions. EVs and Plug-in electric hybrids are increasing in our fleets who use light duty vehicles. Not yet viable – cost effective options in the medium and heavy duty sector. Our alt fuels number are lower due to less available biodiesel in the state. Had a number of fleets stop using bio in the past couple of years. We are now beginning to capture some data on electric lawnmowers as fleet vehicles.
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Annual Report 2018 by the numbers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Within the alt fuels, LNG is our largest displacer of gallons of gasoline. Omya uses LNG in all their trucks. But if you want to look at what fuels reduce GHG emissions, it’s conventional hybrids (61%) and if you combine that with EVs and PHEVs, that’s about 70%; and Biodiesel (14%). 
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Transportation Energy Plans

T

• Transportation Climate Initiative (TCI)
• Comprehensive Energy Plan 
• Burlington Net Zero Energy Road Map

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TCI – regional effort to reduce GHG emission from transportation – represent 43% of all emissions in VT. TCI is dealing mostly with on road and light duty vehicle emissions and electrification. They are evaluating whether & how to include and treat biofuels in the program. Comprehensive Energy Plan has goal of Reduce total energy consumption per capita by 15% by 2025, and by more than one third by 2050.•Meet 25% of the remaining energy need from renewable sources by 2025, 40% by 2035, and 90% by 2050. CEP highlights car sharing, biking, walking, and other transportation options that are less energy-‐‑intensive then single occupancy automobiles; and increased energy efficiency through improved vehicle technology.Double the share of bicycle and pedestrian commute trips to 15.6%.Increase public transit ridership by 110% to 8.7 million trips annually.Increase the share of renewable energy in all transportation to10% by 2025 and 80% by 2050,by promoting the adoption of electric vehicles and by increasing the use of other renewable and less carbon-‐‑intensive fuels, such as biofuels, and CNG, especially in segments of the transportation sector where electrification is a less feasible or affordable alternative.For heavy duty: Objectives include.10% renewably powered heavy-‐‑duty vehicles by 2025. Reduce transportation-‐‑emitted GHGs by keeping biofuels carbon-‐‑neutral.Burlington's Net Zero Energy goal is to reduce and eventually eliminate fossil fuel usage in heating and ground transportation by 2030.  Rapid and widespread electrification of … and transportation. 80% of vehicles are BEVs & 10% hybrid; Hannual VMT is reduced by 15% due to alternative transportation options. Redesign of roads to significantly increase multi-modal transportation;Increased focus on and investment in public transportation so it is more accessible, runs more frequently, and is therefore better utilized. Lots of incentives, if you are a Burlington fleet, contact BED about incentives. They are willing to work with fleets. 
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Transportation Energy Plans

T

TCI
Public input on this framework document is open until November 5
https://www.transportationandclimate.org/main-menu/tci-regional-policy-design-stakeholder-input-form
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Vermont Clean Cities Coalition

2019 Project Updates
October 3rd, 2019
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Alternative and Renewable Fuels 
• Biodiesel
• Electricity
• Ethanol (E85)
• Hydrogen
• Natural gas
• Propane

Fuel Economy
• Fuel efficiency
• Behavioral changes
• Vehicle maintenance initiatives
• Vehicle miles traveled (VMT)

Idle Reduction
• Technologies
• Behavioral changes

Trip Elimination
• Telecommuting
• Ridesharing

Hybrids
• Light- and Heavy-duty HEVs
• PHEVs

Clean Cities Portfolio of Technologies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the five technology areas supported by the Clean Cities program. Clean Cities coordinators are able to provide stakeholders with unbiased and objective resources about these technologies because Clean Cities is a fuel neutral program--supporting all EPAct alternative fuels, including: biodiesel, electricity, ethanol, hydrogen, natural gas, and propane.As you can see the Clean Cities program goes beyond alternative fuels and also includes the following petroleum replacement, reduction, and elimination methods:Fuel economyHybrid electric vehiclesIdle reduction techniques.Trip reduction
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EVSE & Electrification Projects

• UVM VW EVSE Grant
– Awarded over $40,000
– 3 dual-port L2 stations

• MUD EVSE 
– USDN Innovation Grant
– BTV NZE EVmatch focus 

on MUDs
• UVM Nissan LEAF rebate

– $5,000 for staff & students
– Combined with federal & 

local incentives
– Extended to January 2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UVM EVSEIn June, the Vermont Department of Housing & Community Development (DHCD) awarded the University of Vermont an Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE) grant of over $40,000 to install three new, dual-port, Level 2 electric vehicle charging stations on its campus, almost doubling the campus’s charging capacity. VTCCC worked with UVM to write the grant applications, as well as secured all the necessary materials (photos permits etc.) to complete them. Applied in 2 different roundsInstall of new stations is almost complete, finishing touches and logistics still being figured outWant to apply for grant funding? WE CAN HELP!MUD EVSEWorking with a national coalition of partners through the Urban Sustainability Directors Network to identify implementation pathways for solutions to provide EV charging for renters in existing MUDs.Btv Net Zero Energy plan: EVmatch – install several new charging stations with a focus on increasing access to EV charging for multi-family buildings.Nissan LEAF rebateRecently extended$5,000 + $7500 federal + local utility incentives + future state incentives = $12,500 plus in savingsMaking EVs more accessible
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Idle Reduction & Fuel Efficiency

• UVM Police Idle Reduction
– 8 vehicles with IdleRight 2 

System
– August 2019 Installation -

data still being collected
– From 1 vehicle in 1 month:

• $117 in fuel/maintenance 
savings

• 32 gallons of fuel saved
• UVM Print & Mail Hybrid Upfit

– XL Hybrid Upfit System

• EAN Summit Idle Reduction 
Pitch

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UVM POLICE IDLERIGHT: The funding for the purchase and installation of the IdleRight systems came from the University's Clean Energy Fund (CEF), which approved a $10,000 budget for the project. (purchase and installation of devices, data collection) (Thanks to Abby and Zack)On police vehicles the IdleRight2 monitors the battery's voltage while the vehicle is turned off and your electronics are still on. If the voltage of the battery drops below a pre-set level, it triggers the remote starter to idle the vehicle. The system then runs the engine to charge the battery, turns the vehicle off, and begins the process again.UVM Print & Mail Hybrid UpfitApply for funding through the CEFThe XLH system increases a vehicle’s Miles Per Gallon (MPG) by 25% and significantly reduces C02 emissions through regenerative brakingBy my estimates using the AFDC Vehicle Cost Calculator, upfitting a mail delivery van with a hybrid-electric upfit will reduce almost 1,000 pounds of C02 emissions per vehicle, per yearTransit vans are one of the few vehicle types, across almost every vehicle manufacturer,  that do not have any standard hybrid or electric powertrain systems from their manufacturers, so upfit systems are a useful intermediate fuel reduction technologyHybrid-electric upfits available for ford trucks – useful/important in VTEAN Summit PitchAn idling vehicle burns up to half a gallon of fuel per hour, producing 10 pounds of C02, wasting $1.35 in fuel, and causing 30 miles of wear and tear on the engineWe wanted to see if idle management tech could be applied statewide for municipal fleets, since there aren’t a lot of options for transitioning these fleets to alt fuels quickly- this is a temporary intermediate step Positive feedback from state reps and others because there are many applications for it, it is relatively inexpensive, fast ROI, plus GHG emissions reductionLow hanging fruit
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Active Transportation & VMT Reduction

• CarShare Vermont

– 1 CarShare vehicle displaces 
15 privately owned vehicles

– Added Nissan LEAF to fleet!

• E-bikes – with incentives from 
utilities starting to aid in reducing 
VMT.

• Transportation for Vermonters –
coalition work to help provide 
feedback to legislature on fleets, 
transportation issues and 
alternative fuels.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From BTV Net Zero Energy -  Alternative Transportation: Replacing total vehicle miles with other forms of transportation could represent 5 percent of fossil fuel reductions, with the small share of the overall reductions in part due to the slow pace of the land use change necessary to support more widespread changes in transportation.�
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• Electric School Bus Pilot 
Outreach

– Created a consolidated contact list
– Shared data with VEEP & others
– Support for school district contacts 

in the application process

Outreach & Education Efforts

Company Name Business Start Date
Fleet 
Size

Fleet Vehicle Year(s) & Model(s); Miles 
Driven/Year

Champlain Taxi 2014 2 2013 Honda Odysseys; ~50-60,000 miles/year
JD Taxi 2006 1 2017 Dodge Caravan; ~40,000 miles/year

Royal Taxi
~2012 (7-8 years in 
operation 1 2014 Toyota Prius; n/a

USA Taxi 2009 1 2013 Toyota Rav-4; n/a

89 Taxi 2012 2 2009 Honda Odysseys; n/a
Freedom Cab 2014 1 2008 Toyota Sienna; n/a 

Burlington Cab n/a n/a n/a
Cab MM n/a n/a n/a
S.D. Taxi n/a n/a n/a

• BTV Taxi Project with BED
– Outreach to Burlington-based 

companies about potential EV 
incentive

– BED Tier 3 Funds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Electric School Bus Pilot Outreach:Semsa contacted all 55? school districts throughout the state to provide info about the pilot/gauge their eligibility/readiness prior to announcement of pilot administrator (VEIC)Consolidated contact list to about 10-15 interested/qualified districtsFollow-up and support throughout the RFQ processBTV Taxi Project with BEDcontact Burlington-based taxi companies to learn about their fleets and to provide information to them about locally based incentives for electric-vehicles.worked closely with the Burlington Electric Department, the local provider, since they have TIER-3 funds and were seeking to create a taxi-specific EV incentive for these companies.the primary challenges I faced with this project were language barriers and perceived mistrust between interviewees and interviewer. Most, if not all, of the taxi companies we interviewed are New Americans. The perceived mistrust may stem from lack of confidence in public institutions, government, and fear of the giving out too much information to a stranger over the phone. Additionally, the lack of adequate charging infrastructure in Burlington and in New American communities specifically would be a challenge for any taxi company that does transition to EVs. Importance of bringing these folks into the conversationExcited for the city to begin work on charging infrastructure at multi-unit dwellings
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• Bi-State EV 
Connector Recap
– ~100 participants
– Panel Presentations

• Reflect on EV efforts 
and advancements

– Vendor showcase:
• Electric Vehicles
• Utility Vehicles
• Lawn Equipment
• Charging Stations
• Solar Tech

Events

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Collaboration with GSCCC to plan a full-day agenda targeting fleets, businesses and municipalities in the Upper Valley of Vermont/New Hampshire, and showcasing the electrification of transportation, technology and equipment.  
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What’s Next?

Stakeholder Updates; Funding & 
Project Support 
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• Volkswagen Settlement Funding
• DOE's Vehicle Technologies Office (VTO) Funding

– FOAs
• Diesel Emissions Reduction Grants

Alternative Fuel & Advanced Tech 
Funding 
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• Conferences, Events, & Trainings
• Grant Writing Support
• Outreach & Education
• Database Development

VTCCC Resources  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-From propane powered school buses and compressed natural gas transit buses to electric vehicles and charging stations, if you are considering an alternative fuel project, or have one that you implemented, please reach out to us for support-Access to national resources and tools through the DOE
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• VTCCC modestly funded by Department of Energy.
– Coordinator position is part-time & covers all VT.
– Limited support from UVM.

• Looking to expand services to our stakeholders.
– CC’s across country have different membership, sponsorship 

models to support this outreach. 
• Exploring what level of interest in VT for expanding 

services through direct financial support from 
stakeholders.

VTCCC Structure & Funding  
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Thank you!

vtccc@uvm.edu
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